
How to create Power BI
Dashboard on CMS

Healthcare Data via ChatGPT



Step: 1
1. Asking how to analyze CMS data in Power BI

Swipe

Implementation Review: ChatGPT gave a list of steps on how we can
approach the required analysis using Power BI.



Step: 2
2. Asking ChatGPT how we can create a data model 
     from given tables

Swipe

Implementation Review: Although ChatGPT was able to give brief idea
on how we create a functional data model using the mentioned tables, 
                     Proper understanding at field level is required to implement 
                     the data model in Power BI. 



Step: 3
3. Asking for a card that show the count of beneficiaries

Implementation Review: ChatGPT was able to provide the correct
DAX which was working (verified in Power BI).

Swipe



Step: 4
4. Asking logic to compute death ratio of beneficiaries via DAX.

Implementation Review: After many attempts of rephrasing our
problem statement ChatGPT was able to provide correct DAX which
was working (verified in Power BI).

Swipe



Step: 5
5. Asking for a unique inpatient count

Implementation Review: ChatGPT was able to provide correct DAX
which was working (verified in Power BI).

Swipe



Step: 6
6. Asking for unique outpatient count

Implementation Review: ChatGPT was able to provide correct DAX
which was working (verified in Power BI).

Swipe



Step: 7
7. Asking for a pie chart to show the gender percentage

Implementation Review: ChatGPT was able to give a basic idea on how
we can implement the solution but it is not efficient enough to
understand the differences between each field values mentioned in 
                      individual graph/item in Power BI. There were multiple 
                      instances of confusion between values, legends, tooltip, etc.

Swipe



Step: 8
8. Asking for a pie chart to show the gender percentage

Swipe

Implementation Review: ChatGPT was able to give a basic idea on how
we can implement the solution but it is not efficient enough to
understand the differences between each field values mentioned in 
                      individual graph/item in Power BI. There were multiple 
                      instances of confusion between values, legends, tooltip, etc.



Step: 9
9. Asking for a column chart for given age range bins

Implementation Review: ChatGPT was able to give correct logic for how
to create calculated column, and how we can implement the solution.

Swipe



Step: 10
10. Asking for a map chart as per states and number of 
       beneficiaries

Swipe

Implementation Review: ChatGPT was able to give a basic idea of how
we can implement the solution but it is not efficient enough to
understand the differences between each field value mentioned in 
                      individual graph/items in Power BI. There were multiple 
                      instances of confusion between values, legends, tooltips, etc.



Conclusion:
While ChatGPT provided an overview of steps and proved to be
very useful in creating basic DAX logic for measures and columns
in PowerBI but when we dived into visualization the answers
provided were ambiguous and not detailed enough for a beginner
to put into practice. The below snip depicts the final Dashboard
after we combined all the solutions obtained from the above steps.

Final result dashboard using ChatGPT

Swipe
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Comprehensive
journey in one shot
Entire procedure of
the data model
Detailed DAX
Complex M code
Advanced chart
User-required metrics
& visuals

Efficient
Process summary
Basic idea of the data
model
Easy DAX
Simple M code
Basic chart
Suggestion general
metrics & visuals
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